
Perfect Pizza Parlour!  Can you create your own Perfect Pizza like 
Roberto?  This could be a real pizza on a real pizza base or a pretend pizza like 
Roberto’s.  Can you partition the toppings into halves and quarters?

Halves and Quarter Pizza Cards  Check out the Parent Ideas pack 
that goes with the ‘Perfect Pizza Parlour’ song on the Number Fun Portal.  Print 
out the Halves and Quarters cards and enjoy loads of  great games!

Jake’s Bounce and Catch Challenge!  How many times can you 
throw a ball on the floor, let it bounce and then catch it?  Can you add a clap in 
between each throw and catch?  Does this speed you up or slow you down?

Alie’ Nugget Challenge!  In Number Fun Live today, we’ve explored 
halves and quarters of  a whole.  Check out the following pages for some super-
cool ideas to help you develop your understanding of  fractions.

Monster Challenges - Perfect Pizza Parlour

Number Fun Live: Perfect Pizza Parlour

We hope you enjoy these mathematical challenges.  Dave would love to see what you’ve been up to! 
Please send your pictures and messages to Dave: live@numberfun.com  @NumberFunDave 

The songs featured in today’s Number Fun Live can be accessed on the Number Fun Parent Portal.

Featured Songs: Wobbling Soldiers 
Perfect Pizza Parlour
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Perfect Pizza Parlour!
In today’s Number Fun Live, we focussed on halves and quarters of  a whole  
Today, Alie’s Nugget Challenge consists of  the following 4 activities: 

Alie’s Nugget Challenge:

1: Can you create your own perfect pizza that can be cut into eighths?  Design it so that 
3/8ths of  the pizza has one topping, a half  of  the pizza another topping, a quarter of  the 
pizza another, and then 5/8ths of  the pizza another?

2: Check out the first verse of  the song, ‘Decimal Fractions Parrot’ on the Number Fun 
Parent Portal.  You’ll find it in the Number section in the 9-11 age range.  This song will help 
you learn that 1/8th is 0.125, 2/8ths is 0.25, which is a quarter!

3: Print out a set of  fraction circles (you’ll find halves and quarters in the Parent notes that 
come with the ‘Perfect Pizza Parlour’ song.  You’ll find the other fraction circles in ‘The 
Counts of  Fractions’ song.  Now try calculating with fraction circles.  Can you do 1/2 x 4?  
(i.e. what is 4 halves equal to?) 1/4 x 6 (i.e. what is 6, quarters equal to?)  Can you come up 
with some addition, subtraction and division calculations using the fraction circles?  For a 
reminder, check out the Number Fun Nugget #13 - The Counts of  Fractions.

4: Pretend that you own a pizza shop.  Can you design and create your own set of  perfect 
pizzas that show fifths, thirds, sixths and tenths?  What other pizzas could you create and 
play with? 

Please send Dave a picture of  any creative pizza making you do!
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